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Vallemar Bluffs: A Coastal Jewel
BY LENNIE ROBERTS LEGISLATIVE ADVOCATE

Vallemar Bluffs, a small but significant piece of the coast in Moss Beach that we are working to protect.

P

erched above the rocky coastal bluffs in northern Moss
Beach is the 2.4-acre Vallemar Bluffs. Neighbors and
visitors alike enjoy the spectacular views of the cliffs,
pocket beach, and intertidal reefs. An informal public
trail begins at Juliana Avenue and follows the edge of the bluffs
along a historic street called “The Strand,” a street that existed
only on developers’ plans. Neighbors have built three benches
overlooking the coast, adding to the trail’s charm.
Several attempts to develop this property over the past 25
years have been unsuccessful, primarily due to the lack of
community water. Now, however, the Montara Water and Sanitary
District has found a new, reliable water source, and the landowners
are moving ahead with development plans for five homes.
While we and many others would love to see this coastal gem
added to the adjacent Fitzgerald Marine Reserve in its entirety,
we recognize that due to lack of sufficient funding available for
acquisition, some development is likely to be permitted here.

FULLY PROTECTING COASTAL PRAIRIE HABITAT AND AVOIDING
BLUFF EROSION IS KEY

Committee for Green Foothills has been pushing for maximum
protection of the site’s rare coastal prairie grassland and wildflower
habitat and establishment of adequate setbacks from future cliff
and bluff erosion. Ensuring these two protections would preserve
most of the scenic views along the shore and the existing public
access. The new plans already include a proposal to conserve
permanently some of the western area of the property. However,
development of “Lot D” remains a significant problem.
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It’s the People: Past, Present, and Future
BY RON ERSKINE BOARD PRESIDENT
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M

y fi rst year serving as board
president at Committee for
Green Foothills is nearly done.
During that time, each encounter
I have had with board members and staff has
left me impressed.
When I think of the stature and legacy of the
people who have preceded me in this role, it gives
me pause. From our founding president, Wallace
Stegner, and such luminaries as Lois Crozier
Hogle and Mary Davey, so many of our past
board members belong on the Mount Rushmore
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of open space champions. I never forget this,
and I strive to fulfill the role in a way that honors
their legacies.
Serving as president has brought me closer
to the daily nuts and bolts activities at Committee
for Green Foothills. I spend much more time
across the desk from our executive director and
working with our staff. Every encounter leaves
me dazzled. Julie, Lennie, and Alice—our three
advocates—have absolute command of current
issues threatening our open space. They deal
with each one with a pitch-perfect combination
of determination and professionalism. Amanda,
Justyne, and Ava handle a daunting load of event-

planning and communication responsibilities
with dedication, attention to detail, and always
a smile. In her three years as Executive Director,
Megan Medeiros has widened and deepened our
engagement with supporters and partners in so
many ways while always treating staff and board
members with warmth and appreciation.
I wish each of you could spend a moment as
a fly on a Committee for Green Foothills office
wall. It would only take an instant to confirm
the trust you have placed in this organization
to defend our local open space.
CGF WELCOMES THREE NEW BOARD MEMBERS

Through the years, Committee for Green
Foothills has also enjoyed a legacy of
distinguished and talented board members.
Continuing that tradition, we welcome three
new members to our team, each with impressive
credentials.
Allen Olivo, a renowned consumer
technology marketing executive who has served
in leadership roles at Apple, Amazon, Yahoo,
PayPal and Brocade. He lives in El Granada and
is an advocate for accessible open space and
preserving coast-side agricultural lands.
Violet Saena holds a Master’s Degree in
Environmental Management from Duke
University and is a graduate from our
Community Advocates Leadership Academy
(CALA). Violet worked for the government of
her home country of Samoa, helping it and other
island nations with climate-change policies and
a host of other issues under the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change.
Jo-Ann Byrne Sockolov is another CALA
graduate with a range of civic leadership under
her belt. She is the principal of Transform
Collaborative, which advises local nonprofit
organizations on a wide array of issues. She
currently serves as Planning Commissioner for

Our to-do list is long and growing. Pressures to develop the
San Mateo County coastline, Coyote Valley, and Cargill salt
ponds - to name a few - are driven by powerful interests. Proposals
in these and other regions will be carefully watched and tirelessly
defended by smart, bright, and extremely dedicated people at
Committee for Green Foothills. The tradition continues.
If you are interested in getting more involved with Committee
for Green Foothills, email us at info@greenfoothills.org
info@greenfoothills.org.

“Hard work by dedicated and talented
people has made Committee for Green
Foothills the ‘Local, Vocal, and Effective’
defender of open space it has been for
over a half century.”
the Town of Atherton and a board member of the Peninsula
Conflict Resolution Center.
Hard work by dedicated and talented people has made
Committee for Green Foothills the “Local, Vocal, and Effective”
defender of open space it has been for over a half century. But it
takes more than a proud tradition to carry the work forward.
Today’s staff and board are every bit as dedicated and talented
as their predecessors to meet the challenges ahead.

A native Bay Area resident, Ron has volunteered for
over 20 years at Henry Coe State Park and serves on
the Board of Directors of Coe Park’s Pine Ridge
Association. An avid outdoorsman and lifetime
backpacker, he has twice hiked the John Muir Trail.
He writes a regular outdoor column called “Getting
Out” for the Morgan Hill Times and Gilroy Dispatch
that he hopes will entice others to hike our local parks
and preserves.

WELCOMING OUR NEW BOARD MEMBERS

Allen Olivo

Violet Saena

Jo-Ann Byrne Sockolov
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Continued from Page 1

The coast
yellow
leptosiphon
The coast yellow leptosiphon
is a rare plant which is found
nowhere else in the world.
This beautiful species was
collected May 9, 1901 by Alice
Eastwood. From her notes:
“it covered the ground for several
acres, but was seen in no other
place…It is perhaps the most
strikingly beautiful species of the
group…The great masses almost
monopolized the ground.”
Half Moon Bay Botanist Toni
Corelli has petitioned the State
for listing of this rare species.
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The western area of the
property is comprised of
increasingly rare coastal prairie
habitat, which supports four rare
and endangered plants, one of
which is found nowhere else in
the world. The coast yellow
leptosiphon, a plant first
described by Alice Eastwood in
the early 1900s, is now only found
clinging to the edge of the Committee for Green Foothills’ Legislative Advocate Lennie
Vallemar Bluffs. We are asking Roberts and Surfrider’s Rob Caughlan on a section of Moss
Beach coast we’re trying to protect.
that the entire coastal prairie be
protected, with adequate buffers
to allow the habitat to migrate inland as Permit was not required. We have raised similar
the bluffs erode.
questions.
A dynamic interface between ocean
Another concern is whether the proposed
and land operates in this area. The cliffs long term management and monitoring of the
and bluffs are eroding, and the future coastal prairie habitat will be successful over
erosion of the coastal terrace marine time. Even the best-written plans depend upon
deposits is a major constraint to building adequate funding, and enforcement inevitably
in the western portion of this property. The requires vigilance and oversight of overworked
County’s Local Coastal Program and the environmentalists.
Coastal Act require that new development
While we are pleased that the revisions to
must be set back far enough to avoid the project are a step in the right direction, we
projected bluff erosion. We believe that continue to oppose development on “Lot D”, as
building a house on “Lot D” fails this it is perilously close to the bluffs and is covered
requirement.
with significant area of coastal prairie habitat.
We have engaged two experts in coastal Further, any development on this lot would
erosion processes to provide an independent completely block coastal views from much of
evaluation of the projected bluff erosion, Juliana Avenue.
taking into consideration sea level rise and
NEXT STEPS
other factors that the developer’s
We are urging the county to require a focused
consultants appear to have underestimated.
Environmental Impact Report that includes a
SOME MORE LEGAL AND PRACTICAL
revised plan that fully addresses our concerns,
CONCERNS
as well as those of many members of the public.
An “antiquated subdivision map” filed Winning protection of this coastal jewel’s
with the county in the early 1900s created sensitive habitats and scenic beauty will be a
42 tiny lots on Vallemar Bluffs, without high priority for us in the upcoming year.
regard to topography, habitats, public
services, access, or any other modern
planning constraints. In 1990 the county
For nearly 40 years, Lennie Roberts
consolidated these 42 lots into seven
has been our voice in San Mateo
through a “Lot Merger and Lot Line County. One of the Bay Area’s most
Adjustment,” without any public notice respected environmental leaders,
and review. Whether this process was legal Lennie has led countless critical
is debatable. Coastal Commission staff has open space battles on the San
written to the county planning office Mateo county coast and along
Skyline Boulevard.
questioning why a Coastal Development

At Crystal Springs, Docents are the Right Path
BY LENNIE ROBERTS LEGISLATIVE ADVOCATE

I

t may seem odd that Committee for Green Foothills, the
Sierra Club, the Audubon Society, and the California Native
Plant Society united this past year to advocate against a
new open space recreation area. For over 50 years, we have
advocated for such areas, as well as for public access to the bay
and coast.
But allowing unrestricted access to the remote wildland
western area of the 23,000-acre San Francisco Peninsula Watershed
to hikers, mountain bikers, and equestrians is a bad idea. We
oppose it, and for good reasons. Thanks to an outpouring of
concerns by the public, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors
voted 10-1 on October 4 to table a proposed resolution urging
the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) to allow
unmanaged access along the 10-mile Fifield Cahill Ridge service
road and to consider opening numerous other trails crisscrossing
the remote areas of the watershed.
There are compelling policy and environmental reasons to
continue the current policy of allowing access to these areas only
with docents. For the SFPUC, the primary reason is that this is
a protected watershed, not a public park or recreation area.
Assuring water quality is the highest goal of the watershed’s
guiding document, the Peninsula Watershed Management Plan.
All other uses, including recreational uses, are secondary.
For Committee for Green Foothills and other enviros, the
primary reason is that the watershed has the highest concentration
of rare, threatened, and endangered species in the nine-county
Bay Area. It is a state-designated fish and game refuge, home to
mountain lions, bald eagles, and threatened marbled murrelets.
This biodiversity is extraordinary, considering the watershed is
a habitat island surrounded by 10 north peninsula cities.

can use the hundreds of miles of trails in nearby county, state,
and national parks and in the Midpeninsula Regional Open Space
District’s preserves.
HIGHWAY 280 DROVE PRESERVATION

Until 1969 there were no permanent protections of the
peninsula watershed. San Mateo County’s residential zoning
would have allowed Los Altos Hills-style estates to sprawl over
its grasslands, chaparral, and forested hillsides.
Then came the California Division of Highways’ proposal to
construct Highway 280 along the shores of Crystal Springs and
San Andreas Lakes. Alarmed at the potential degradation of
water quality and scenic beauty, San Francisco enlisted help from
the Federal Highway Administration, which was providing 92%
of the funding for the new highway. Intense negotiations ensued.
In 1969 San Francisco, the US Department of the Interior,
the California Highway Department, and San Mateo County
signed the so-called “Four Party Agreement.” The agreement had
two parts: 1) A scenic easement secured as an ecological preserve
Continued on Page 10

ALLOWING RECREATION RISKS HABITAT LOSS

Allowing unmanaged access in the western areas would
increase risks to these species and habitats. The SFPUC is
concerned about the risk of catastrophic wildfires and that people
would inevitably be tempted to venture off-trail and trespass. For
these reasons, the agency decided in 2002 that access only with
docents would best protect habitats, ecological resources, and
water quality, while still giving people the opportunity to visit.
Environmental groups strongly support expanding the
existing docent program on Fifield Cahill Ridge and other
appropriate trails in the watershed. We have urged the SFPUC
to work with school groups, youth groups, and organizations
such as the Connections Outdoors program (former Inner City
Outings) of the Sierra Club to provide educational opportunities
and programs for underserved communities.
Residents who want to hike, bike or ride horses on their own

Pilarcitos Reservoir in the Crystal Springs Watershed, home to the
highest concentration of rare, threatened, and endangered species
in the Bay Area.
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Famed National Park Ranger Cel
Our 13th Annual Nature’s Inspiration on October 9, 2016
was one for the books. Set on a hillside of Runnymede Farm in Woodside, 400 guests were together in awe listening
to the words and music of Shelton Johnson, Yosemite National Park Ranger and this year’s honoree. Committee for
Green Foothills made a gift to Bay Area Wilderness Training in tribute to Shelton on behalf of our members. Thank
you to everyone who joined us in celebrating Committee for Green Foothills’ 54 years of protecting local open space.

“ National Parks are the best idea we ever had.
Absolutely American, absolutely democratic, they reflect us at our best
rather than our worst.’ These often quoted words are the words of Wallace
Stegner, our founding board president.”
RON ERSKINE, BOARD PRESIDENT

“Shelton embodies a deep passion for creating
universal accessibility to our nation’s wilderness. This love of nature, and
our belief that it should be protected for the benefit of every American unites
us. So today we thank Shelton for reminding us that we are each part of a
larger community of people working to safeguard the natural places where we
can all go to renew our spirits.”
MEGAN MEDEIROS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

We Thank Our Sponsors
Valley Visionary

Baylands Benefactor

Farmland Friend

Anonymous
Steve Blank and Alison Elliott
Richard and Beth DeAtley
Facebook, Inc.

Jessica Rose Agramonte and James Principato
Bryan Beck and Kaia Eakin
Allan and Marilyn Brown
Craig Britton and Carleen Bruins
Matthew Burrows
Constance Crawford
Ron Erskine and Renée Filice
Rob and Susan Flint
Larry and Penelope Hassett
Alice Kaufman and Scot Griffin
Susan Lang and Robert Levenson
Jody and Roger Lawler
Linda and Sid Liebes
Theresa Lyngso and Joseph McClintock
Dave and Jocelyn Perrone
William Reller
Doug and Sarah Rivers
Jack and Betsy Rix
Jeff Segall
Lubab Sheet-Davis and Jonathan Davis
Peter and Diane Siemens
Joe and Jamie Wang
Laura Wells
California Nativescapes, LLC
Lyngso Garden Materials
Pacific Gas & Electric
Santa Clara Valley Open Space Authority
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority

Anonymous x2
Steve Beck and Jane Baxter
Phil and Mary Bobel
Julia Bott
Mark Bult and Velma Gentzsch
Norma Camacho and Kevin Smith
Dan and Helen Chapman
Kansen Chu, California State Assemblymember
Constance Crawford
Paul Davis and Jade Thuma
Julie Dickerson and Andrew R. Byrne
Maureen and Paul Draper
Edith and Jeb Eddy
Linda and Jerome Elkind
Lucille Glassman and Phillip Harter
Kit Gordon and Tony Alvarez
Herb and Norma Grench
Jerry Hearn and Rebecca Reynolds
Pat and Gary Hedden
Jerry Hill, California State Senator
Bill and Kathy Korbholz
Christopher Manning and Laura Salcido
Leslie and Hy Murveit
Johannes Oberhofer and Beatriz Lomeli
Scot Olson
Claire Perry
David Ritson
Ana Lucrecia Rivera and Ricardo Neri
Donald Rocha, San Jose City Councilmember

Coastal Champion
Anonymous
James Wickett and Magdalena Yesil
Google, Inc.

Hillside Hero
Ruth and Ben Hammett
Peter and Sue LaTourrette
Margaret and Jamis MacNiven
Dean Morton
Oceano Hotel

Stream Steward
Charles and Nancy Geschke
Nancy Reyering and Marty Walker
Lennie and Mike Roberts
Nancy and Greg Serrurier
Tanya Slesnick and Ted Mitchell
Asset Management Company
Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy, LLP
Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District
Peninsula Open Space Trust
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Margo Sensenbrenner
Albert Schreck
Diane Talbert and Rodger Rickard
Carolyn Tognetti
Timothy Tosta
Jeanie Nieri Treichel
Terry Watt and Mark Karwowski
Ted and Nancy Vian
Mariquita West
Ciddy and Bob Wordell
Barbara Wright and Katie Sanborn
Bay Area Barns and Trails
Bay Maples
Colorprint
First National Bank of Northern California
Kenmark Real Estate Group, Inc.
Rosy’s at the Beach
Zanker Recycling

In-kind Donors
Centerpieces by Bay Maples
Maureen and Paul Draper, Ridge Vineyards
Regal Wine Co.
Woodside Vineyards

Special thanks to the
entire Rosekrans Family
for welcoming us on
their beautiful property!

lebrated at Nature’s Inspiration
“I’m here because of the Buffalo
Soldiers who served in Yosemite National Park over
100 years ago. Soldiers who were forgotten. All honor that
is given to me today I give unto them because they’re the
ones that did the work.”
SHELTON JOHNSON, OUR HONOREE

“Somewhere in America there’s A kid
who doesn’t have a dream of visiting a national park
because no one has told them that these places exist. This
is tragic because childhood should be an experience of
wonder. When it’s not, society is at fault. I want kids, like
the kid I used to be when I was growing up in Detroit,
to stand at the rim of the Grand Canyon and realize for
themselves that there is something in this world greater
than they are. That’s all I want and I think that’s what you
want to. We must make those connections for them.”
SHELTON JOHNSON, OUR HONOREE

“I am thrilled to accept the gift
[a CGF donation to Bay Area Wilderness Training] as a
tribute to Shelton’s work. Our model helps break down
barriers to getting youth outside for day hikes, car camping
and backpacking trips. To local wild places like those that
the Committee has helped protect, and beyond like
Yosemite.”
SCOTT WOLLAND, BAY AREA WILDERNESS TRAINING

Left: Megan Medeiros, CGF’s Executive Director with Board President Ron Erskine. Top: Park Ranger Shelton Johnson, this year’s
honoree. Middle: CGF Board and staff. Above: Guests enjoying Runnymede Farm, the venue of our celebration.
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Local Sierra Club Chapter Honors Our Own Lennie Roberts
BY MIKE FERREIRA SIERRA CLUB LOMA PRIETA CHAPTER CHAIR

T

he Sierra Club Loma Prieta Chapter honored Committee
for Green Foothills Legislative Advocate Lennie
Roberts at its Guardians of Nature event on October
1 for her long and impressive record—a record that
we hope will extend much longer—of protecting the peninsula
environment in all of its facets.
Whether it’s a mountain (yes, a mountain), forest, watershed,
farmland, endangered species, wetland habitat, iconic bridge, or
just plain old soul-satisfying open space, Lennie has fought for
it and has established a remarkable won/lost record. Her personal
library of paperwork from the ‘70s and ‘80s is the bane of planners
who seem to think nothing happened before the internet came
along, and her grasp of the important details in those documents
is awe-inspiring.
I’ve seen Lennie step into controversial issues in which—at
the time—I thought she didn’t have a chance of winning even a
small victory, only to witness a complete victory. She has a sense
for what is politically or legally winnable that I can only envy.
Open spaces are not the only beneficiaries of Lennie’s victories.
We have landmark land-use legal opinions, bad laws that have
been defeated, good laws that have been passed, and protective
public agencies empowered.
Lennie is the ultimate multi-tasker—all for our benefit. We
can’t honor her enough.

Mike Ferreira is the Chair of the local chapter of the
Sierra Club. He has been a volunteer with the
organization for 9 years. Mike lives on the Coastside,
where he used to serve as a planning commissioner
and councilmember. In his spare time Mike enjoys
babysitting his grandson.

Top: Left to right: Charles Schafer, Sierra Club board member; Bruce Rienzo,
Sierra Club board member; Justyna Lesniewska-Guterman, Sierra Club staff
member; Lennie Roberts, CGF Legislative Advocate; Mike Roberts, Lennie’s
husband; Charles Lester, former California Coastal Commission Executive
Director; Congresswoman Anna Eshoo; Megan Medeiros, CGF Executive Director;
and Brian Haberly, Sierra Club board member. Above: CGF Legislative Advocate
Lennie Roberts, Sierra Club’s honoree, with Congresswoman Anna Eshoo.

Greetings from Our New Ofﬁce Manager

I

’m Ava Lindstrom, and I’m delighted to be
joining Committee for Green Foothills. In
my role as office manager I will be
supporting member communications and
acknowledgement, online outreach, and event
administration. I am a passionate
environmentalist with a strong interest in citizen
action for local conservation.
My recent master’s degree from Stanford
University is in French literature and I’ve always
nurtured an academic interest in conservation.
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I’ve been a policy research intern for the Sierra
Club and the State of California Office of
Planning and Research. As an undergraduate I
was an assistant on lab projects about soil science,
marine developmental biology, and groundwater
regulation.
I’m so excited to have this opportunity at
Committee for Green Foothills, and I’m looking
forward to meeting you!
Je suis très heureuse de pouvoir rejoindre
l’équipe de CGF!

Save the Dates for Our 2017 Events
Coyote Valley Wildlife Tracking Hike
Morgan Hill — Saturday, January 28, 9am-12pm
Join Committee for Green Foothills on a hike and wildlife tracking demonstration at the Coyote Valley
Open Space Preserve with wildlife biologists Tanya Diamond and Ahiga Snyder. Stick around after the
hike, and Tanya and Ahiga will provide a quick tracking demo and show how to interpret animal tracks.

Devil’s Slide Walk and Picnic
Half Moon Bay — Sunday, February 12, 9-11am
Enjoy stunning views of the coast as we learn about Committee for Green Foothills’ epic 40-year
campaign to protect Devil’s Slide and the unique geology of this area. Devil’s Slide Ambassadors will
lead us on a 2.5-mile walk. At the Ollie Mayer Overlook, Legislative Advocate Lennie Roberts will talk
about her many decades of work along the coast, including her current efforts. Please bring a bag lunch.

Coyote Ridge Wildflower Tour
San Jose — Saturday, March 18, 9am-1pm
Join Committee for Green Foothills to see the spring wildflowers that thrive on the rare serpentine soil
habitat of Coyote Ridge. Craige Edgerton, Executive Director of the Silicon Valley Land Conservancy,
will teach us about this important habitat. Legislative Advocate Alice Kaufman will tell about our
conservation effort for Coyote Valley.

Edgewood Park Hike and Picnic
Redwood City — Sunday, April 2, 9-11:30am
Join us for a moderate 3.3-mile hike at beautiful Edgewood County Park with Edgewood’s docents.
During the hike, Friends of Edgewood will talk about their work in the park and our Legislative Advocate
Alice Kaufman will discuss our efforts on the park’s behalf. Please bring a bag lunch.

Mummy Mountain Family Outing
Gilroy — Saturday, April 15, 9-11am
Calling all families with children over 8 years old! Join Committee for Green Foothills at the Coyote
Lake/Harvey Bear Ranch County Park for a beautiful walk and fun mid-hike activity with our board
president, Ron Erskine. With gorgeous views of the Diablo Range and Coyote reservoir, kids will forget
all about their tech devices. Peanut butter and jelly sandwiches will be provided.

Jasper Ridge Regional Preserve Hike
Stanford — Sunday May 7, 9am-12pm
Please join us for a docent-led tour of the Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve, a Stanford University field
station. We will tour the preserve and learn about the natural history and research happening at the
preserve.

Coyote Valley by Moonlight
Morgan Hill — Saturday, July 8, 7-10pm
Ever hike under the stars and a full moon? Here’s your chance. Join Committee for Green Foothills for
an evening hike in Coyote Valley Open Space Preserve with Craige Edgerton, Executive Director of the
Silicon Valley Land Conservancy. Nocturnal enthusiasts will get a kick out of this moderately strenuous
4-mile hike through the grasslands and forests.
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Wins for local open space and parks ballot measures

T

BY ALICE KAUFMAN LEGISLATIVE ADVOCATE

he 2016 election saw victories in every ballot measure
related to protection of open space in San Mateo and
Santa Clara Counties. It was a great reminder that our
local residents cherish our parks, farmland, and
hillsides, and want to see them protected!
IN GILROY,

Measure H passed easily, establishing an Urban
Growth Boundary. This will protect open space and farmland
while encouraging growth in the urban center. This was a
grassroots triumph with resident-led Gilroy Growing Smarter
up against a well-funded opposition, without any support from
the City Council.
IN MILPITAS,

voters said Yes to Measure I, Measure J, and
Measure K, showing their strong support for the hillsides and
parks. Measure I extends the current Urban Growth Boundary
for another 20 years. Measure J requires voter approval for any
redesignation of hillside land (e.g. to convert it to residential,
commercial or industrial use). Measure K prohibits re-zoning
or development of parkland unless approved by a two-thirds
voter majority.
IN SANTA CLARA ,

Measure R passed with nearly 90% of the
vote, making an overwhelming statement in favor of public
protection of parks. Measure R prohibits developing or selling
parkland unless a two-thirds voter majority is reached. The

ballot language specifically includes Ulistac Natural Preserve
in these protections.
IN PACIFICA ,

Measure W, a developer sponsored initiative, was
defeated by a resounding 69% No vote. Measure W would
have rezoned the former Rockaway Quarry to allow up to 206
apartments in four story buildings before necessary planning
and environmental studies were done. Potential loss of open
space and destruction of wetlands were some notable
environmental concerns.
IN SAN MATEO COUNTY,

voters approved Measure K, which
extends the existing countywide ½ cent sales tax by another 20
years. When the sales tax was first implemented, one of the big
victories to result from that increase in funding was the
reinstatement of the County Parks Department and increased
funding for county parks. This measure continues that
funding, as well as providing funding for affordable housing,
safety, education, transit and other services.

Alice Kaufman is one of our Legislative Advocates.
She is a founding member of Redwood City Neighbors
United, a community group working to defeat the
massive Cargill/DMB Saltworks development on the
Redwood City salt ponds.

Continued from Page 5
of the 19,000 acres encompassing the Crystal Springs Lakes, San
Andreas Lake, Pilarcitos Lake and all the watershed’s western
lands extending to the crest of the Santa Cruz Mountains; and

The Crystal Springs Watershed contains some of our area’s most
sensitive habitat.
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2) A scenic and recreation easement, which allows public access
for prescribed purposes, covers the 4,000 acres between the lakes
and Buri Buri Ridge, which lies along the watershed’s eastern
boundary, stretching from Redwood City to San Bruno. Public
trails are available here, including the 16 mile long Crystal Springs
Regional Trail, which is enjoyed by over 300,000 people each year.
Sid Liebes, a Committee for Green Foothills advocate at the
time, wrote in the January-February 1969 Black Mountain Gazette:
“This watershed—36 sq. miles—has been secured in perpetuity in
its present natural state through [this] agreement…perhaps the most
significant single document in Peninsula conservation history.”
Nearly 50 years later, Sid’s prescient observations were
validated by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors’ recent vote
against the “open up” resolution proposed by Supervisors John
Avalos, Scott Wiener, and David Campos.
We will continue to work on this issue and are committed to
improving the docent program while ensuring that the watershed’s
natural ecological values remain unimpaired to the greatest
degree possible.

The Committee is Watching...
San Mateo County
SAN MATEO COUNTY PLANNING — where we are weighing in with

other stakeholders to ensure that the comprehensive update of
the county’s Heritage and Significant Tree Ordinances results in
stronger tree protection measures in the urban unincorporated
communities as well as our rural forested lands.
CAL FIRE — which is reviewing a Timber Harvest Plan that would
allow cutting of up to 64 old-growth redwoods and other valuable
wildlife trees on a 40-acre parcel on Shingle Mill Road, off Highway
9 in southern San Mateo County. Old-growth redwoods capture
more CO2 than any other tree on earth, and inspire us with their
size and beauty. Only 5% of the original old growth redwood
forest remains in the Santa Cruz Mountains. We are asking CAL
FIRE to return this highly flawed timber plan, and are also urging
the landowner to consider a conservation easement that would
fully protect these venerable trees in perpetuity.

Santa Clara County

SAN JOSE — where the Panattoni warehouse proposal has begun

its environmental review process. We have submitted scoping
comments and will be monitoring this process closely; many
community members as well as agencies responsible for wildlife
protection and parkland have also submitted comments.
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA — where the Environmental Impact
Report for the Young Ranch proposal is expected to be released
for public comment in early 2017. The proposal calls for an urban
density housing development—79 single family homes and 4
affordable housing units—on sensitive hillside habitat outside of
San Jose’s voter-approved Greenline. We defeated a very similar
proposal by the same applicant, YCS Investments, in 2014.
SOUTHERN SANTA CLARA COUNTY — where PG&E is searching
for a location to build a new power transmission substation. CGF
has discussed its potential concerns with some of the eight possible
locations PG&E is considering at this time. PG&E is seeking to
narrow the list of suitable sites to three in January 2017.

The Committee Applauds...
San Mateo County

Santa Clara County

MENLO PARK CITY COUNCIL — for banning drones and unmanned

SAN JOSE CITY COUNCIL —

aircraft systems (UAS) from Bedwell Bayfront Park. Committee
for Green Foothills, together with other groups, met with city
councilmembers and spoke at the city council meeting to
emphasize the potential impacts to wildlife in the adjacent Don
Edwards Wildlife Refuge and the requirement in Bedwell Bayfront
Park’s Master Plan that the park be dedicated to passive use and
enjoyment of nature.
REDWOOD CITY PLANNING COMMISSION — for upholding the
General Plan in refusing to allow a massive office development
to proceed on industrial land out by the Bay.

for approving a riparian corridor
ordinance to protect creek corridors and habitat from development.
This ordinance requires that planning staff make findings that
developments within 300 feet of a creek corridor are consistent
with the city’s riparian corridor policy. Committee for Green
Foothills, together with other environmental groups and
concerned residents, have been advocating for years for the city
to take this step to protect San Jose’s creeks.
GILROY GROWING SMARTER — for leading the successful campaign
to pass Measure H, Gilroy’s first voter-approved urban growth
boundary.
SANTA CLARA VALLEY OPEN SPACE AUTHORITY BOARD OF

for approving 1.8 million in funding requests for
the Measure Q Urban Open Space grant for a diversity of worthy
projects ranging from environmental education of youth to stream
stewardship that engages the homeless.
DIRECTORS —
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There Are Many Ways
you can Support
Committee for
Green Foothills
HERE ARE A FEW:

1.

Make a
Year-End Gift

Committee for Green Foothills exists only because of the support
of people like you. Help us start 2017 off right by making your yearend gift today.

2.

Become a
Sustaining Member

With a recurring donation your membership will stay current and
you won’t have to worry about renewing ever again. Donors who
give monthly will receive all of our member benefits. Sign up for your
monthly gift today at: www.greenfoothills.org/donate/give-monthly

3.

Join Our Stegner
Giving Circle

The Stegner Giving Circle celebrates our most dedicated
Committee for Green Foothills members, those who give $500
or more annually. Find out more at: www.greenfoothills.org/
stegner-giving-circle

All gifts to Committee for Green Foothills are 100% tax-deductible.
www.greenfoothills.org/donate

COMMITTEE FOR

3921 East Bayshore Road

GREEN FOOTHILLS

Palo Alto, CA 94303

Join Us Online!
Sign-up for our action alerts today at:
www.greenfoothills.org/action-alert-sign-up
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